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What To Do When A Good
Employee Goes Bad

By Attorney David Williams

You go to bed thinking about it.  It’s your first con-
scious thought in the morning, then nags at you
all day.  Can you “save” your employee or should

you just cut the string and let him go?
Jerry is a wonderful employee when he’s at work—

the problem is getting him to show up for each assigned
shift.  His car wouldn’t start; his kids missed the bus so
he had to take them to school; or he had yet another
doctor’s appointment.

Your best customer called about the parts you
shipped last week.  They arrived on time but had a high
failure rate.  After tracing the shipment, you realize they
were milled when Sheila was running the CNC
machine—that’s the second batch this month she’s
ruined.

Lyle was so popular as a member of the spot
leagues, always talking with and helping out the other
shooters, that you thought he would make a great sales-
person.  Now, after he left his other job to come work for
you, you learn he’s an anti-hunter who would be happi-
er if your bowhunting customers shopped elsewhere.

Sandy is everybody’s friend, a great guy and a won-
derful employee except when he falls off the wagon and
lately he’s been walking more than riding.  You just can’t
rely on him anymore to come to work on-time and
sober.

Beth has been with you from the start.  Aside from
your spouse, she has been your biggest cheerleader and
most trusted employee.  But lately things don’t add up in
her bookkeeping, there are some invoices from vendors
you don’t recognize and she’s driving a nicer car than
you can afford.

Do any of these situations sound familiar?  Is your
stomach churning over how to handle firing an employ-
ee?  Here are some tips that will help you sleep at night
and protect your business.

Investigate
The first important step is to investigate and docu-

ment the facts.  How often is Jerry late and what is the
impact on your business?  When does Sandy use alco-
hol—during working hours or off-hours only?  What are

the consequences to your business?  The spot leagues
have really increased target archery sales for your busi-
ness—maybe that can explain the new vendors in Beth’s
books that you don’t recognize.  

Documenting the facts helps define the issue.  Are
Lyle’s views on hunting a minor irritant that can be han-
dled by reminding him that his personal beliefs must be
limited to off-duty time?  Maybe he’s clueless of the
impact he’s having on your business and is happy to
stop lobbying your customers about animal rights if he
understands his job is at risk. Maybe Sheila just needs
refresher training on the CNC controls for the different
machines she has to operate.  Remember the journalist’s
credo of “who, when, where, what and why.” Get
answers to those questions.

Document the facts
Documenting the facts means putting the facts

down on paper.  Putting your results in writing, much
like a witness swearing an oath to tell the truth, helps
eliminate subjectivity.  Stated differently, it makes you,
the decision maker, more objective and less reactive.  It
may not change the result, it could still be that the
employee can’t be saved, but at least you’ll have gone
through the process and have something to refer to and
rely on if things turn ugly later on.

Evaluate the facts
Okay, you’ve got the facts—now what?  The hardest

part of any investigation is evaluating the information.
Is this a first offense by an otherwise stellar employee or
does the personnel file reveal a series of infractions
demonstrating a pattern of insubordination?  Some
offenses are clearly firing offenses so a blank infraction
record is not a shield from being fired. 

Written Disciplinary Policy 
Employers should have a written disciplinary policy

that tells all employees what’s expected of them and the
consequences of failing to meet those expectations.
Your task will be to uniformly apply that disciplinary
policy.  Uniform application of the policy demonstrates
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that bad acts will not go unpunished, it shows other
employees they don’t have to tolerate bad acts by fellow
employees and it provides some measure of protection
against suits by terminated employees.

Your disciplinary policy should allow for progressive
discipline so that minor misconduct can be dealt with
appropriately.  Your written policy should clearly
describe the consequences of bad behavior without
locking you into having to follow the same course of
action in every situation.  Sandy’s alcohol use is a good
example.  How you treat Sandy’s alcohol problem
depends on a number of factors.  Most importantly,
when does he drink and under what circumstances?  If
Sandy drinks and drives a company vehicle, his conduct
endangers the public, himself and the economic well-
being of your company and must not be tolerated.  He
can no longer drive a company car nor use his own car
on company business.  In the small manufacturing
companies and the retail firms that make up the bulk of
the archery industry, having someone else pick up the
mail or deliver parts should not be a problem.

You can’t fire Sandy simply because he’s an alcoholic
because alcoholism is a disability covered under the
Americans With Disabilities Act.  You can impose disci-
pline, up to and including termination, for failing to
meet work-related performance and behavior standards
imposed on all employees.

Follow the Policy
Since you have a written disciplinary policy, it is

critical that you follow it explicitly.  Are the potential
consequences of bad behavior clear?  Are any warnings
required and were they given?  Was any mandatory
“improvement action plan” prepared and has the per-
formance time limit expired?

If the employee is an “at will” employee, have you
made any promises or statements that the employee
would only be fired for serious misconduct or would not
be fired without going through progressive discipline?  If
the answers are no, then the next step is to make sure
the punishment fits the crime.

In the Wild West, a single incident of horse stealing
was a hanging offense because a cowboy’s life depended
on his horse.  Everyone knew what conduct was prohib-
ited and the consequences of committing the act.  If
your investigation reveals that good ol’ loyal Beth, an
otherwise outstanding employee who hasn’t taken a
vacation or missed a day of work in two years, has been
feathering her nest at your expense, even a single inci-
dent should result in termination.  Swift and summary
dismissal is the cure unless you have dealt differently
with other employees who committed similar offenses.

Here’s why.  Dissimilar treatment of similar offenses
can lead to claims of discrimination or unfair treatment
which can lead to being sued by the terminated worker.
The risk of such claims increases if a worker is protected
by any federal, state or local discrimination laws. If the
last employee who got caught dipping his hand in the
till was your Friday night poker buddy and you simply

told him to knock it off, then firing Beth raises the gen-
der discrimination flag.  You can’t eliminate the risk of
discrimination claims but you can substantially reduce
it by treating similar offenses in a consistent fashion.

You’ve got time and money invested in each
employee.  In fact, your employees are your most valu-
able business assets so it pays to select wisely at the out-
set, train them thoroughly and nurture them.  If things
turn sour, before you make the final termination deci-
sion, sit down, set your ego aside, then ask yourself, “Is
there a reasonable, cost-effective alternative to termina-
tion that is consistent with how I’ve handled similar sit-
uations in the past?”  If the answer is yes, then good
business dictates you take that alternative.  If the answer
is no, then you immediately move to the next step in the
process.

Handling Terminations
No one with a lick of humanity enjoys firing an

employee.  Most employers dread letting someone go.
Some are better at it than others—generally because
they think about what they are going to say and plan
how they are going to say it.  There are several theories
about what time of day and what day of the week you
should fire but there is no one right way.

The actual termination should be done privately.
The conversation should be straight forward without
any prefatory small talk.  You should tell Beth you are fir-

Circle 67 on Response Card
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ing her and why.  Don’t provide a laundry list of detail
because that can lead to a dispute over some minute
particular and sidetrack the conversation.  Giving a
sugar-coated or false reason for dismissal may seem like
the nice thing to do but can lead to problems in defend-
ing against an unemployment insurance claim or worse,
a wrongful termination suit.

At the termination you should give Beth her final
paycheck plus any accrued employee benefits like vaca-
tion and sick pay.  Even though it is tempting to offset
her pay against the money she stole, don’t do it unless
you have gotten approval from an employment law
attorney and are willing to risk being sued.  In
Washington State where I practice law, an employer who
withholds wages without prior written authorization by
the employee, can be sued by the employee for double
damages and attorney fees.  

At this termination meeting you should explain any
severance or other employee benefits. Many employers
assume they are required to provide a severance pack-
age to fired employees.  In most cases, they are not legal-
ly required to unless there is a policy or history of doing
so.  As in meting out discipline the decision to pay sev-
erance should be consistent with your past practice.

A fired employee might file for unemployment
which will be awarded unless the employee was fired for
misconduct.  Unemployment benefits are awarded by
the state unemployment office which must apply state

law to the claim.  The employer may contest the claim
but the decision to contest should be made after con-
sulting with an employment law attorney.

Since Beth had access to your financial records and
accounts, you will need to immediately block her access
to your computer system and remove her name from
any bank account.  Collect any company credit cards,
cell phones, keys and other company property. 

If you are concerned about violence, vandalism or
sabotage you’ll need to take special precautions such as
having another person present during the firing and
maybe even escorting your former employee off the
premises.  Then, after you’ve taken the immediate pro-
tective steps, collect your thoughts and document what
happened, making sure to note any unresolved issues
like the cell phone she left at home.

If you have other employees, you’ll have to explain
that Beth doesn’t work there anymore so they don’t
speculate about what happened or fear their jobs are in
jeopardy.  You should state that Beth was terminated
and out of respect for her privacy you can’t provide any
details.  End the conversation on a positive note to allay
any fears about their job security.

Reference Checks
You’ve followed all my advice so far but what should

you say when Beth’s prospective employer calls for a ref-
erence a few weeks later?  You may want to spill the
goods in order to save the new employer from a thief.
Telling what you think you know will most assuredly
prevent Beth from getting the job, but what if the
prospective job was in Human Resources where she
won’t be tempted by access to company funds, instead
of bookkeeping?  Be careful or you’ll find yourself on the
wrong end of a defamation suit.

When that reference call comes in, the safest course
of action is to simply provide beginning and ending
dates of employment, job title, final salary and whether
the employee would be eligible for re-hire.  If you feel
you must tell more, then do your Joe Friday imitation
and stick to the provable facts.  Don’t rely on your mem-
ory for those facts.  Instead, now is the time to put that
personnel file that you so painstakingly put together to
good use.  Review the investigation notes to get clear on
what you can prove versus what you suspect.  Limit
comments to only what you can prove and do not,
under any circumstances, wax eloquently on what you
suspect Beth may have done.  It serves no purpose other
than to get you in trouble.

Terminating an employee is a decision fraught with
emotional turmoil for you and for your soon to be ex-
employee.  The process is easier on both if you follow
these guidelines and make sure to document the per-
sonnel file.

Editor’s Note: David Williams has resolved legal
issues for small businesses and their owners since 1979.
He can be reached at The Williams Lawfirm, P.O. Box
1455, Bellevue, WA 98009. On the web you’ll find him at
DPWLaw@earthlink.net or call (425) 990-8800.

Circle 45 on Response Card
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“The best thing to happen to archery since 
the invention of the compound bow.”

Crazy Horse Archery

Genesis Technology™ eliminates let-off,   
thereby eliminating specific draw length, 

so that anyone can shoot the same bow.

• Kids can’t outgrow it –
because there is no 
specific draw length 

• It’s simple to buy –
no need to measure 
or fit for draw length 

• It’s easy to shoot –
beginners won’t 
develop bad habits 
because the draw 
length is always right

Genesis® Technology™

Everyone can shoot the same bow 

The Genesis®bow was designed to introduce
beginners to archery. Thanks to Genesis®

Technology,TM it fits virtually everyone 
• No specific draw length (fits 15" to 30") 

• Set at 20 lbs., it performs like 
a 35 lb. recurve 

• All the advantages 
of single-cam 
technology

Any bow can 
shoot an arrow...
The Genesis

®

bow
changes lives! 
The Genesis bow is the bow
schools use in the National
Archery in the Schools Program.
Over 200,000 students have
been introduced to archery
through NASP. More importantly,
archery has proven to have a
profound impact on students 
and educators alike... 

“It is such a joy to see kids learning, 
developing skills, getting involved, and 
having fun. There is absolutely no down-
side to this program. Any school not 
offering this to their children is missing 
a golden opportunity.” 
Rich Prewitt – principal 
Whitley County Middle School

“I’ve never had so much fun coaching 
a sport in an educational setting in my 
20-plus years of teaching. I feel we reach
the students academically, socially, 
emotionally, mentally and physically.” 
Tina Davis – athletic director and teacher 
Trigg County Middle School

“For the kids who are not ‘traditional’ 
athletes, you can witness their self-esteem
drastically improve when they experience 
a little success with a Genesis bow.” 
Kyle McKune 
Middle School P.E. Teacher 

“Kids bug me all the time wanting to shoot
the Genesis bows.” 
Scott Ricks 
Middle School P.E. Teacher 

“Schools are discovering [another] big 
benefit of the [National Archery in the
Schools] program. Attendance is higher 
on archery days.” 
Central Kentucky News Journal

The Genesis
®

bow... The Genesis
®

bow... 

2035 Riley Road, Sparta, Wisconsin  54656 

(608) 269-1779

For the next generation!

Want to help get archery in your schools? 
Visit www.genesisbow.com

Supporter of
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